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AbstrA2t

In recent years, there Las been considerable interest in
international assessments of educational achievement.

The validity of

the results from these international assessments (such as the one
recently completed in several countrias in the areas of mathematics and
science) depends on the correctness of the test translations.

If the

tests presented in one language are more or less difficult because of
the manner in which the tests are translated, the validity of any
interpretations of the results can be questioned.

Many test translation

methods currently exist in the literature, but most are rather Limited
in their appropriateness.

In addition, the problem itself is one of

considerable difficulty.

The purposes of this paper are to review the issues and methods
associated with test translations or adaptations, to present some new
results based on applications of item response theory (IRT) to
establishing test equivalence, and to offer a set of guidelines for

conuucting test translation studies based upon a review of past studies
and current promising methods, especially methods involving double test
translations and IRT methods.

1To appear in the Bulletin of the International Test Commission, 1991.
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the tests
Adapting tests for use in populations other than those

of intelligence
were designed for has its roots in the beginnings
testing.

the potential of
Psychologists around the world readily saw

selection purposes, and
Binet's intelligence test for diagnostic and
of interest.
adapted it for use tn various populations

In those first

direct translation of the
test adaptations, the proess usually was a
test.

populations other than
More recently, adapting tests for use in
fueled by an interest in
those for whom the test was designed has been
providing a basis for cross-population comparisons.

Researchers

and other traits
interested in quantifying differences in intelligence
adaptations.
in different populations must rely on test

Also, in

initiated
countries such as the United States, issues of test bias have
they are more relevant and thus
an interest in adapting tests so that
"fair' to specific segments of a particular population.

The adaptation

of transiating a test from
process in these cases should ideally consist
given to the linguistic and
one language to another, with consideration
the "equivalence" of
cultural relevance of the translated version and to
the different versions of the test.

Validly translating a test from one language to another and
translated versions is
establishing the equivalence of the original and
a complex process.

It is important that the process be better

increasingly important
understood since test translations will play an

role in future testing activities.

The main reason for this is that we

multicultural perspective and
are increasingly viewing our world from a
therefore there is a need to (1) understand the similarities and

unbiased
differences that exist between populations and (2) provide
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testing opportunities across different segments of a single population.

Testing across populations provides a means for accomplishing these
goals.

For example, in 1988, the International Assessment of Educational
Progress (IAEP) was implemented (Lapointe, Mead, & Phillips, 1989).

The

goal of this project was to assess achievement in a common core of
science and mathematics for 13-year-olds in fivet countries and four
Canadian provinces.

In order to accomplish this goal, test items in

English were translated into several different languages.

Also

administered were questionnaires regarding Jtudents' school experiences
and attitudes towards mathematics and science.

This expensive and time-consuming assessment project was undertaken because the results provided potential insights into what aspects
of different populations influence the attainment of successful
educational goals.

One result from this study was that students from

the United States scored lowest in mathematics achievement while Korean
students scored highest.
these differences?

What reason or reasons are responsible for

An answer to this question may be of substantial use

in improving mathematics education in the United States and therefore is

Without cross-cultural assessment

of vital importance to our society.

projects such as the IAEP, c'suers to these types of questions cannot be
obtained.

Without a proven methodology for evaluating the equivalence

of the original and translated assessment instruments, a valid basis for
these types of comparisons remains in question.

The purposes of this paper are to provide an overview of language
translation of tests and inventories, and the methods used to establish
translation equivalence.

LR209

The discussion that follows iocuses on tests
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is generalized to
with the understanding that much of the discussion
occupational and interest inventories as well.
discussed:

The following topics are

Present
(1) The Purposes of Test Translations, (2) Past and

Associated with Translating
Trends of Test Translation Use, (3) Problems
Equivalence, (5) Review
Tests, (4) Methods of Establishing Translation
Models in Establiehing
and Selection of Methods5) Item Response
Equivalence
Translation Equivalence, and (7) Example of a Translation
Study.

Iht_ParRualosiana
Developing a test for use in a specific population can be
accomplished by either (1) developing the test within the cultural
existing
boundaries of the population of interest or (2) translating an

test so that it is appropriate for the population of interest.

If the

purpose of developing a population-specific test is to reduce cultural
be
bias in the test scores, either one of the development methods may

method use4; however, certain purposes require the use of the second
test translation.
is the
The first purpose that requires the use of test translation

economical development of tests that are valid for use in specific
populations or sub.populations.

Some nations do not have qualified

personnel available for test development and validation.

In such cases,

translating existing tests is the only viable alternative for test
development.

A second purpose that requires the use of test translation is
providing a basis for comparisons between populations (either distinct
populations or within a population whose members' primary language or
other cultural traits differ).

LR209
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International Assessment of Educational Progress (IAEP).

This

assessment project required translating science and mathematics test
items from English to French, Korean, and Spanish in order to make
comparisons of achievement in these subjects across several populations
(Lapointe, Mead, & Phillips, 1989).

While both purposes for test translations are valid, it is the
second purpose - cross-population comparisons - that are of particular
interest since test translations are the only alternative for allowing
such comparisons.

Nations lacking qualified personnel for test

development may have the option of acquiring such expertise, thus
reducing the need for test translations; however, those involved in
cross-population comparisons are more dependent on the use of
translation techniques.

The first test translated into another language was the BinetSimon intelligence test.

Henry Goddard translated the test from French

to English in 1911 for use at the Vineland Training School for the
mentally retarded in New Jersey.

By 1916, the Binet-Simon test had been

translated into seven languages (Stanley & Hopkins, 1972).

Since these early test translations, numerous tests have been
translated into the primary language of the examinees to be tested.

Some examples include the Otis Group Intelligence Scale, Wechsler

In_t_ealldssm, and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale.

However, criticism of test translations has also paralleled the

use of this technique.

Underlying much of the criticism were problems

in (a) establishing equivalence in vocabulary, (b) determining the

LR209
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(c) cultural
dominant language of target population examinees, and

differences in responding to stimuli.
Despite these criticisms, tests (and questionnaires/inventories)
in target populations.
are continually being translated for use

reasons for this are clt.ar.

The

First, the development of population-

specific tests for certain purposes requires the use of test
translations.

Second, empirical studies support the use of test

translations.

Partial or total equivalence of translations have been

Hansen and
reported by, for example, Hulin, Drasgow, and Komocar (190);
Fouad (1984); Hulin and Mayer (1986); Fouad and Hansen (1987); and
Candell and Hulin (1986).

For these two reasons, test translations have

in the
become an important aspect of test development work, particularly

areas of intelligence and aptitude tests.
FS9.1212P-S-AUSig

The use of tests in populations other than thotle the test was
designed for has raised concerns since the beginnings of intelligence
testing (Samuda, 1983).

In the case of test translations, it is assumed

exist to
that enough differences between the populations of interest

warrant the development of a translated version of a test - it is
identifying these differences and incorporating solutions to minimizing
them that underlie many of the problems associated with translating
tests.

Four problems,which will be considered next, are especially

important.

IlignIlfyln&Ang_minipizinA Cultural Diftermus.
An initial problem in the translation process is identifying the
cultural differences between the source and target populations that may
affect examinee test performance.

LR209
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examinee moUvation, values, experiences, and degree of test anxiei:y
(van de Vijver & Poortinga, 1991).

Cross-cultural researchers have

provided numerous examples of how these cultural variables can influence
For example, van de Vijver & Poortinga (1991)

the testing process.

point out difficulties experienced by Porteus in the administration of
the Porteus Maze Test:

for instance, found it difficult to
Porteus
persuade Australian aboriginal subjects to solve the items
by their own effort rather than in cooperation with the
As another example, it can be mentioned that the
tester.
Maze Test, which is a paper-and-pencil test, has been
applied among groups from which the members had never
touched a pencil before.
.

.

.

.

.

This example, and others, though they do not deal directly with
test translations, points out that cultural differences between the
sourct and target populations can affect examinee performance.

It is

therefore important to identify these cultural differences as a first
step towards minimizing these effects.

A further complication is that

cultural differences must be considered for all parts of the testing
process including test instructions, test items (content, response
format, response mode, and symbol usage), administrator-examinee
interactions and testing environment (Berry & Lopez, 1977; van de Vijver
& Poortinga, 1991).
IdentifyinZ_Itg_Aparepriate Language for Teliling_MIEgat_ECIRUIALian
Examinees

Problems associated with identifying the appropriate language to
be used when testing examinees in the target population sometimes arise.
Problems may arise because of varied dialects within the target language
(Berry & Lopez, 1977; Clmedo, 1981).

Olmedo (1981) noted:

not uncommon to find that many tests written in formal Spanish are used

LR209

different
inappropriately with populations that speak substantially
Spanish dialects."

Unless examinees are being tested on their abilities

zo
with a formal language, at a minimum, even if translations
to
accommodate varied dialects are not being done, it is important

(and whaz members of
identiZy the dialects spoken in the target language

va:id test score
the target population speak them) in order to make
tnterpretations.

language and test
An evun more complex problem associated with
translations is determining the most appropriate language for testing
bilingual target examinees.

DeAvile and Havassy (1974) pointed out

that
that, because a person speaks a language, it can not be assumed

that language
s/he can read and therefore be non-verbally tested in

(neither can it be assumed that a person thl_nks in that language).

Moreover, a person may only be a functionally receptive bilingual.

For

Spanish may
example, "children from homes where parents prefer to speak
themselves be only funct!,onally xeceptive bilinguals.

They may

understand Spanish but express themselves in English.

The situation

with the parents may be ehe reverse" (01medo, 1981).

These sittueel4n3

point out the importance of understanding the extent of bilinguale-r nd
its implications for testing in bilingual target examinees.

,e;lure to

determine the most appropriate language for testing the target
population can seriously undermine the validity of translating a test
from the start.

Finding_BsimINA19=_:RUALJNLAInum
is
A third problem associated with language and test translations

finding, if they exist, words or phrases that are equivalent in the
source and target languages.

For example, in a Spanish translation of

(1
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the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory (II), Hansen and Fouad (1984) had
difficulties finding an equivalent Spanish translation for the English
word "argument" (the authors report similar difficulties with seven
additional items).

In an attempt to alleviate the problem of non-equivalent words or
phrases in the source and target languages, a process known as
decentering is sometimes used.

Decentering refers to the modifying of

words or phrases in either initially the source version of a test or
later, in both language versions of a test in order to achieve item
equivalence.

For example, the Spanish word "paloma" is equivalent to

either "dove" or "pigeon" in English (Swanson & Watson, 1982) and
therefore a test item in English that requires making a distinction
between a dove and a pigeon would be difficult to translate into
Spanish.

The original item in English could be decentered by using a

pair of terms that have similar meanings within the context of the item,
and have eqtavalent terms in Spanish, thus allowing for a translation of
the item.

Hulin and Mayer (1986) pointed out, however, that decentering may
introduce psychometric nonequivalence between the original and
translated item:

Decentering produces translated material with smooth and
natural terms in both versions. illt_PliSALIUWLiar_Eatl

ItiguisticAchiorsi

centered in either culture or language.. Decentering should
prnduce symmetrical translations with equal degrees of
familiarity, colloquialism, and idiosyncrasy in both
languages but fidelity to neither.
The optimally decentered
version, chosen through a mixture of back translations and
discussions among translators, may introduce serious
questions about psychometric equivalence between the two
versions. For instance, an English version of a
questionnaire that contained the phrase "Once in a blue
moon" (to describe the frequency of promotions) might result
in a decentered Spanish phrase, "Every time a bishop dies."
LR209

Linguistically and ethnographically, the two versions are
smoothness, however,
equivalent. The price of linguistic
may be paid in the coin of psychometric nonequivalence.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to get a sense of the extent and

translations from
appropriateness of decentering used in specific test
often report only
the literature; descriptions of test translations
whether decentering was used or not.

Useful information for evalu tins

of items decentered
the decentering process might include the percentage
accomplished.
and illustrative examples of how the decentering wan

Finding Pompetent Translators

with test
Lastly, there are also practical problems associated
translations.

Translators familiar with the source and target language

test can be
and competent in the material covered by the source
difficult to find.

The problem of finding competent translators becomes

compounded when the test covers a specialized content domain (for
example, medicine).

Summary

Four problems associated with translating tests have been
discussed.

The extent to which each of the four points is a problem in

translating a test will, of course, vary depending on the
characteristics of the test and of the source and target populations.
cultural
For example, it may be more difficult to identify and minimize
than a test
differences for a test with a high degree of verbal loading

that makes greater use of symbols.

Moreover,

the characteristics of

and
the source and target populations differ greatly, identifying
for source
minimizing cultural differences will be mor, difficult than

and target populations with similar or overl. Nr_ng characteristics.
Translating a test from one language to another an0 m,:intaining its

LR209
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validity with respect to a specific purpose can be an exceedingly
complex process.

Being aware of the many potential problems in

translating tests may help to minimize the errors associated with the
translation process.

Equivalence of test items is defined as the direct comparability
of test items and the scores derived from them in terms of psychometric
meaning.

Thus, test items are equivalent if they measure the same

behaviors across the populations of interest and examinees with equal
amounts of ability within the populations have equal probabilities
(within the limits of measurement error) of answering the items
correctly.

A review of the literature on test aAd inve6toly translations
indicated that many different methods have been used to establish the
equivalence between source and rranslated instruments.

Some of the

methods are more comronly used than others; however, a comprehensive
review of most or all of the available methods seemed useful.

These

methods include those that are used both before and after examinee
responses have been collected.

Each of the methods will be discussed

mostly in terms of tests and test items with the understanding that
these discussions generally apply to questionnaires and inventories as
well.

The methods of establishing equivalence between original and
translated test items can be v!.ewed as an extension of the methods used
for identifying item bias.

In bias studies, the focus is on the items

or scores ierived from them for a single test.

Establishing translation

equivalence extends this focus to the items or scores derived from them

LR209
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2

either the initial translation or
on two tests - the original test and
the back translated version of the original test.

The presence of more

gives rise to the
than one version of a test on which to compare scores
be discussed.
various methods of establishing translation equivalence to

Mere is also a similarity in the methods used to establish
translation equivalence and to identify biased items.

In each case,

used.
both (a) judgmental and (b) statistical methods may be

Judgmental

based on a decision
methods of establishing translation equivalence are
by an individual or a group on the degree of each item's translation
equivalence.

In contrast, statistical methods establish translation

equivalence based on the analysis of examinee responses to some
items.
combination of the original, translated, or back translated test

The use of judgmental and statistical methods is not necessarily
independent.

Judgmental methods are often used as preliminary checks of

translation equivalence before the tests are administered and
statistical methods applied to the test scores.
of
The classification scheme adopted for identifying methods

whether
establishing translation equivalence in this paper is based on
judgmental or statistical methods are used.

In addition, it is also

useful to identify whether a single or back translation is used.
Therefore, four categories of methods can be identified:
1.A

Judgmental single-translation methods

1.B

Judgmental back-translation methods

2.A

Statistical single-translation methods

2.B

Statistical back-translation methods

Figure 1 provides an overview of the current methods within each of the
categories.

LR209
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Insert Figure 1 about here.

/udgmftntal_Math2Aa

As stated previously, judgmental methods of establishing
translation equivalence are based on a decision by an individual or a
group on the degree of each item's translation equivalence.

Thus,

judgmental methods provide a subjective viewpcint on the question of
equivalence.

l.A.l

Post-translation probes.

In this method, one or more

samples of target examinees answer the translated version of an item and
are then asked about the meaning of their answers.

Evidence of

translation equivalence is obtained if the responses given by a high
percentage of the examinees questioned reflect a reasonable
interpretation of an item in terms of cultural and linguistic
understanding.

The main judgmental aspect of this method is deciding

what responses by target examinees about the meaning of their answer to
an item are considered reasonable.

The use of this method can provide valuable insights into why an
item did not successfully translate since examinees can be directly
asked about their interpretation of an item.

This advantage crn,

however, be offset by the interaction between the prober and the
examinee being questioned.

Cultural, linguistic, and possibly

personality differemes between the prober and examinee can interfere
with the results obtained from the post-translation probe.

A second problem with this method is that it is relatively labor
intensive compared to many other judgmental methods.

LR209
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In addition to

needed to answer test items
enlisting and using probers, examinees are
Additionally, the probing process is likely to

and respond to probes.

be a time-consuming one.

has to be sure of the
A third problem with this method is that one
monolinguals in order to
meaning of the answers from source language
from target language
judge the equivalence of the meaning of answers
monolinguals.

in the source
In other words, the validity of the test

results from source
population must be fully checked before comparing
and target examinees.

For tests that have not undergone stringent

that have
validity checks in the source population (for example, tests

it may be useful to
been developed for small scale research studies),
probe a sample of source language monolinguals as well.

This sample of

monolinguals should be matched as closely as possible to target
examinees on the ability or abilities of interest.

With this additional

possibly be
check, the problem of comparing irrelevant scores can
avoided.
1.A.2

S11ingua2 judzes check for errors.

This method makes use

versions of
of bilingual judges who compare the source and translated
between translations
each test item and decide whether any differences
populations of
could result in non-equivalence of meaning in the two
interest (Brislin, 1970).

These comparisons can be made on the basis of

having judges simply look the items over, check the characteristics of
that may introduce
the items against a checklist of item characteristics

non-equivalence, or by having them attempt to answer both versions of
the items before comparing them for errors.
One problem in applying this method is that it is often difficult

with the source and
to find bilingual judges who are equally familiar

LR209

target languages and/or cultures.

Therefore, judgments about

differences between the source and translated versions are subject to
variations from this source of error.

A second problem with this method is that bilingual judges may
inadvertently use "insightful guesses" to infer equivalence of meaning.

This problem is usually raised in the context of using back-translation
techniques.

Hulin (1987) noted:

Apparently equivalent terms, such as amigo, friend and
tovarish, Are not always equivalent, but translators sharing
a small number of rules-of-thumb may consistently translate
such terms as if they were equivalent. Equivalent source
language versions may be generated from poorly translated
and constructed target language versions by insightful
guesses and assumptions by the translators about what the
term must have ulant in the original language. Translations
that retain grammatical forms of the original language are
easy to back-translate but may not be meaningful to target
language monolinguals (Brislin, 1970).
Judges are also translators of a sort and are subject to the same
errors, in this case using "insightful guesses" to infer equivalence of
meaning, as th, .D who performed the initial translation.

A third problem with this method is that Lilingual judges may not
think about an item in the same way as .leir respective source and
target language monolinguals.

Consequently, the use of bilingual judges

to establish translation equivalence may lead to results that are not
generalizable to source and target language monolinguals.

This problem

raises serious questions about the overall usefulness of this method for
establishing translation equivalence.
1.A.3

Performance criteria.

This method of establishing

translation equivalence is based on the criterion that "if people could
perform bodily movements after having heard either a source or target
language instructions, and if the results of the bodily movement

LR209
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1

and its
criterion were similar across all people, then the source

translation must be equivalent" (Brislin, 1970).

The obvious limitation

materials that
of vhis method is that it can only be used with testing
test instructions
can be waluated through bodily movements such as some

or performance test items.

It is

The method has two other problems:

(1) labor intenkive and (2) sensitive to prober-examinee interactions.
1.B.1

Sourca language monolinguals check for errata.

Back

translation refers to the translation of the target version test back
into the source version by bilinguals not involved in the original
translation in order to check for translation equivalence (Brislin,
1970).

Translation equivalence using this method is established by

having source language monolinguals check for errors between the source
and back-translated versions of a test (Brislin, 1970; Hulin & Mayer,
1986; Hansen, 1987).

The main problem associated with the use of this method is the
reliance on the assumption that errors made during the original
translation will not be made again (in reverse) during back-translation.
A translator may use "insightful guesses" or "rules-of-thumb" to
translate an item, thus making it appear equivalent to the source item

even though it may not be.

Likewise, the use of these "insightful

guesses" and "rules-of-thumb" during the back-translation process can
mask those errors made during ehe original translation.

Brislin (1970)

reported finding errors due to translation after three successive
translation/back-translation sequences, indicating that the assumption
that the same errors that occurred in the original translation will not

occur, in reverse, during back translation is questionable.

The use of

additional (independent) translators may make it more likely that

LR209

differences in the original translation will be detected, but the high
potential for the violation of the previously mentioned assumption
reduces the usefulness of this technique and Any of the methods
discussed that are based on its use.

Therefore, back-translating has problems, but it should be
considered a general check on translation quality that will most likely
detect obvious errors in the original translation.

For example, in an

effort to establish translation equivalence of a Spanish translation of
the Job Descriptive Index, Hulin, Drasgow, and Komocar (1982) used the
back-translation technique as an initial check of translation quality
before applying another method of establishing translation equivalence.
Statistical Methods

The three statistical methods to be discussed result from
variations in (1) type of examinee responding (source language
monolinguals, target language monolinguals, or source-target bilinguals)
and (2) version of the test (original, translated, or back-translated)
to which the examinees respond.
will be discussed.

Altogether, four statistical methods

To facilitate the discussion of the statistical

methods of establishing translation equivalence, the potential
statistical techniques used with the three statistical methods will be
introduced next.

The statistical techniques used with the various methods of
establishing translation equivalence can be categorized along two
dimensions:

the first dimension is whether it is assumed that the test

constitutes a common scale on which scores can be compared.

The second

dimension is whether the statistical technique conditions on the ability
of the examinees being compared.

LR209
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two
for information on statistical techniques organized by the

dimensions.
in order.
Two comments concerning the statistical techniques are

First, as van de Vijver and Poortinga (1991) point out, the distinction
techniques is not
between the conditional and unconditional statistical
absolute but rather is dependent on the empirical use of a particular
technique:

the classification of particular techniques as
unconditional methods is mainly determined by their
empirical use. The [unconditional] methods mentioned can
also be applied as conditional methods, namely by including
level of ability as an additional factor in the analysis.
Suppose a researcher wants to compare p-values obtained in
various cultural groups. An unconditional analysis entails
a direct comparison of the item statistics, while in a
conditional analysis the samples of subjects will be divided
according to the level of their raw score and analysed per
Conversely, the conditional methods which will be
level.
discussed, can also be used in an unconditional way by
eliminating ability as a separate factor during the analysis
(van de Vijver & Poortinga, 1991).
.

Second, the statistical techniques are often tv

1 in combination

with a particular statistical method of establishing translation
equivalence.

For example, to establish the degree of translation

equivalence for the English to Spanish translation of the StrongCampbell Interest Inventory, Hansen and Fouad (1984) used the following
statistical indixes in conjunction with method 2.A.1:
(1) Pearson correlation coefficients between group scores on the two
forms and (2) dependent samples t-test between mean scores on the two
forms.

2.A.1

WolP12E1IVea.Caretsornitlastalls.

In this

method, bilingual examinees take both the source and target versions of
a test (with an adequate time interval in between administrations) and

LR209
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the scores on the two tests are then compared (Katerburg, Hoy, & Smith,

1977; Hulin, Drasgow, & Komocar, 1982; Hansen & Fouad, 1984; Candell &
Hulin, 1986).

The source version of the test can either be the original

version or a version that has been revised after being checked for
translation equivalence with another method.

The appeal of this method

is that by having the same examinees take both vyrsions of a test,

differences in examinee ability that can confound translation
equivalence will be controlled for.

However, the problem of unequal

examinee bilingualism and/or biculturism also applies to the examinees
used with this method.

The possibility of unequal examinee bilingualism

and/or biculturism can violate the assumption of equal examinee ability.

Therefore, the assumption that the use of bilinguals controls for
differences in ability that would most likely occur if separate source
and target language monolinguals were used instead is questionable in
many instances.

One way to strengthen this method is to use examinees who are
identified as being equally bilingual by a test of language dominance.
Several drawbacks with this additional step are evident.

These include

(1) obtaining or developing a test of language dominance for the source

and target languages of interest, (1) tEe additional required testing
time, mid (3) the lack of counterpart tests that address biculturism or
culture dominance.

This additional step may, however, be a practical

addition to this method when a test of language dominance appropriate to
the source and target languages is readily available.

Another way to strengthen this method is to use statistical
techniques that condition on examinee ability.

In the few examples

provided in the translation literature where this method of estabrshing
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translation equivalence was used, unconditional statistical techniques

such as correlations between scores or the use of generalizability
theory have been used to compare examinee scores from the source and
target versions of the test.

These unconditional statistical techniques

were used because it was assumed that the use of bilinguAls controls for
differences in examinee ability.

However, as prevlously mentioned, this

assumption is questionable and therefore the use of conditional
statistical techniques, such as the use of item response theory (IRT),

can be used to strengthen this method of establishing translation
equivalence.

Another comment concerning the use of bilinguals in establizhtng
translation equivalence deserves mention.

Historically, bilingualism

was thought to be a language handicap that interfered with intellectual
development and academic achievement (see reviews by Darcy, 1953, 1963).
In contrast, recent research in this area (see the review by Diaz, 1983)
indicates that compared

o monolinguals, bilinguals who are equally

proficient in the use of two languages "show definite advantages on
measures of metalinguistic abilities, concept formation, field
independence, and divergent thinking skills" (Diaz, 1983).

Thus, in

using bilinguals to establish translation equivalence, the resulting
scores may be in general higher than if source and target language
mcnolinguals were used.

In the extreme case, floor effects may be noted

when the final version of the sow e and target tests is administered to
monolinguals in their respective languages.

This problem can arise due

to errors in sampling as well, but the use of bilinguals can possibly
add a further dimension to this source of error.
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The most serious problem with this method, however, is that the
scores obtained from bilingual examinees may not be generalizable to
their respective source language monolinguals.
tested empirically by Drasgow and Hulin (1986).

This problem has been
They compared previous

results of establishing translation equivalence of a Spanish translation
of the Job Descriptive Index where bilingual subjects were used (Hulin,
Drasgow, & Komocar, 1982) to results using monoliagual subjects.

In

both cases, item response models were used to establish translation
eq,"(valence.

When bilingual subjects were used (method 2.A.1),

approximately 4% (3 out of 72) of the items were determined to have been
poorly translated as compared to 30% when monolingual samples (method
2.A.2) were used.

Hulin and Mayer (1986) conducted a similar study and

obtained similar results.

These discxepancies in the number of items

identified as poorly translated indicates that the results of
establishing translation equivalence based on bilingual responses are
likely not generalizable to monolingual populations.

This problem of generalizing results from bilinguals to
monolingual populations has been the major reason for the increased
interest in method 2.A.2.
2.A.2

aeurge_lAnsmAgg_manodiuguals take source version and_targait

ifLawAtzgjmnp_lingus_a_talsg_urgaLysLticia.

In this method, source and

target language monolinguals are used, with each taking the version that
is in their respective languages (Candell & Hulin, 1986; Hulin & Mayer,
1986; Hulin, 1987).

The source version of the test can either be the

original version or a version that has been revised after being checked
for translation equivalence with another method.

0 0
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The two sets of scores

ecuivaleme
are then compared to establirh the extent of translation
between the two versions.

The main advantage of this method is that source and target
language monolinguals are nsed and therefore the results of establishing
translation equivalence based on this method are more gRneralizable to

these two sub-populaaons than the statistical methods that use only
source language monolinguals (2.B.1) or, to a lesser extent, bilinguals
(2.A.1) as examinees.

This ic due to the concern that bilinguals may

not respond to items in the same way that monolinguals in either common
source language (see criticisms of 1.A.2, 2.A.1, and 2.B.1).

The use of

source and target language monolinguals reduces the question of
generalizability of the results obtained with this method to the choice
of monolingual samples and the statistical techniques used.
The problem with this method is that two samples of examinees are

used Ad therefore the resulting scores may be confounded with
differences in ability between the two samples.

However, alternative

steps can be taken to minimize this problem.
,Irst, in choosing s.mples of source and target language
monolinguals, every effort should be given to witching examinees in the
two groups on the ability or abilities or interest.

An external

c:iterion such as IQ or other test scores that are correlated with the
tasks of interest may be available for this purpose.

Alternately, if an

external criterion is not available, examinee samples should be chosen
using the most available information about til4; ability level of each
sample.

Information such as years and type of schooling, age, gender

and demographic data may be used for this purpose.
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Second, conditional statistical techniques that take into account
the ability of examinees when comparing test scores can also be used to
control for ability differences in the source and target examinee
samples.

Examples of conditional statistical techniques that can be

used for this purpose include those based on item response models
(Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985; Lord, 1980).

The use of item response

models are, in particular, receiving much recent attention as a
statistical technique used with this method (Hulin, Drasgow, & Komocar,

1982; van der Flier, 1982; Poortinga, 1983; Hulin & Mayer, 1986; Candell
& Hulin, 1986; Hulin, 1987; van de Vijver & Poortings, 1991; Simon,
1989).

The advantages of using item response models for this purpose

will be discussed in a subsequent section.

Lastly, factor analysis, or other statistical techniques in which
no common scale for scores from the populations is assumed, is often
used in conjunction with this method to establish translation
equivalence (Kline, 1983; Poortinga, 1983; Hulin & Mayer, 1986; van de
Vijver & Poortinga, 1991).

In the case of factor analysis, scores from

source and target language monolinguals are separately analyzed to
determine the similarity of factor structures across the populations.

The results of a factor analysis are linatdd in generalizability to
similar samples of source or target language monolinguals.

This is the

case since factor analysis is based on classical item statistics and
therefore the results are not sample invariant.
2.8.1

Source language monolinguals take original and back-

translated versions.

In this method, source and back-translated

versions are both taken by source language monolinguals and, as with all
of the statistical methods, the scores are then compared using one or
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more statistical techniques to establish the extent of translation
The advantage of using this method is that by using one

equivalence.

sample of examinees, the resulting scores are not confounded with
differences in examinee ability.

One problem with this method is that one set of scores is based on
the original
a back-translated version which can mask erl:ors made during

source to target version translation.

An additional problem with the

use of this method is that target language monolinguals are not used and
yet, in part, the aim is to generalize the meaning of the resulting test
scores to a population of target language monolinguals.

Making such

generalizations without obtaining test scores from at least a sample of
the population of interest is a concern with the use of this method.
Review and Selection of_Methods

What is evident from the discussion of methods is that certain
problems with using the indtvidual methods of establishing translation
equivalence are ccmmon to several of the methods.

In an attempt to

provide a basis for choosing one or more methods over others, six
problems will be reviewed briefly.
1.

m

est

o

We are ultimately interested in how examinees in the two

populations of interest respond to the test items in their
respective languages.

A problem with method 1.8.1 is that

examinees are not required to answer test items (only to check for
errors).

Since comparing test items for errors in translation may

involve different cognitive processes than responding to them, it
may be incorrect to gencralize from the task of checking for
errors in test items to the task of responding to test items.
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This problem may also apply to method 1.A.2 when judges are asked
only to compare source and target items instead of basing their
comparison on their own responses to the items.
2.

Impipm,_sazgatrijimigmate_sg_thilagaulat'.ons of interest
A problem with methods 1.B.1 and 2.B.1 is that target

language monolinguals are not used and yet it is this population
that we are, in part, generalizing the meaning of the resulting
test scores to.

The same problem exists for those methods that make use of
In these methods, the assumption is

bilinguals (1.A.2 and 2.A.1).

made that bilinguals will respond to an item in the same way as
monolinguals in either language.

This is a questionable

assumption to make and therefore it may confound the results
obtained using these methods.

However, the use cf.' bilinguals will

most likely be less of a problem in generalizing to the
populations of interest than the use of oaly source language
monolinguals.
3.

Difn_j_i_j_ungssLferecesr ability
Method 2.A.2 makes use of source and target language

monolinguals and therefore the results obtained from this method
may be confounded with ability differences between the two groups.

This problem also applies to the methods that make use of
bilingual judges or examinees (1.A.2 and 2.A.1), although probably
to a lesser extent than with the use of source and target language
monolinguals.

Differences in group or bilinguals' abilities when

using methods 2.A.2 or 2.A.1 can be controlled for by the usc of
conditional statistical techniques.
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0 ()

The problem still remains

with method 1.A.2, which uses bilingual judges, since differences
languages
in judges' abilities between the source and target

cannot be controlled for statistically.
4.

ups_d_kukasunagslana
The use of back-translations may cause problems in

in the
establishing translation equivalence because errors made

original source to target translation may be made (in reverse)

during the back translation (this may be due to insightful guesses
made by the back-translator[s]).

Thus, errors made in the

original tranalatioA may be masked by using those methods that
make use of back-translations (1.B.1 and 2.8.1).

Back-translatIng

may be useful for picking up obvious errors in the original
translation; however, it may not be as useful for picking up more
subtle translation errors.
5.

Se si

e act

to

All of the statistical methods require administering a test
to examinees and, therefore, examiner-examinee interactions may
effect the resulting scores.

However, the judgmental methods that

make use of post-translation probes (1.A.1) or performance
criteria (1.A.3) are especially sensitive to examiner/proberexaminee interactions since these methods, in all likelihood,
involve a high degree of contact between those administering the
test or probes and examinees.
6.

Labor intensive

Methods 1.A.1 and 1.A.3 can be relatively labor intensive
compared to, for example, having bilingual judges check for errors
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This will be particularly true if a large sample of

(1.A.2).

target language examinees is used.

Insert Figure 2 about here.

These six problems, and the methods of establishing translation
equivalence to which they apply, are shown in Figure 2.

Besides

providing an overview of the problems associated with each method, this
Figure can be used to help minimize the errors associated with
establishing translation equivalence when more than one method is used.

For example, within the judgmental methods, it can be seen from Figure 2
that methods 1.A.2 and 1.B.1 have two problems in common and therefore
these two methods should not be used together to establish translation
equivalence.

A better combination to use may be methods 1.A.1 and 1.A.2

or 1.A.1 and 1.8.1 since these combinations do not share the same
problems.

Across the judgmental and statistical methods, methods 1.A.3

and 2.A.2 may be a good combination to use for the same reason.

Using

more than one method will result in a more stringent check of
translation equivalence when the methods used minimize the problems they
have in common.

However, the choice of method or methods should not be made simply
on the number of problems avoided by their use.
may be considered more serious than others.

For one, some problems

For example, budget or time

limitations may rule out the use of those methods that are labor
intensive (1.A.1 and 1.A.3).
problem may vary.

Even across methods, the seriousness of a

Au example is problem 2 (generalizability to the

populations of interest), which is most likely a more serious problem
when only source language monolinguals (1.B.1 and 2.13.1) rather than
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?3

bilinguals (1.A.2 and 2.A.1) are used.

influence Ow seriousness of a problem.

External factors can also
An example is problem 3, where

methods (2.A.1 and
the seriousness of this problem for the statistical
techniques
2.A.2) varies depending on whether conditional statistical

are used with these methods or not.

These examples point out that the

choice of method or methods used depends on many factors.
pi'

Figure 2 can

fide a frame of reference for considering the various available

choice of
Nethods and potentially viable combinations, but the final
method or methods used should ultimately be based on further
considerations as well.

An additional use for Figure 2 might be to compare judgmental and
statistical methods in identifying items that failed to translate well.

This has been an important line of research in the study of item bias
items
because identifying why judgmental methods failed to flag the same

the nature of item
as the statistical methods can lead to insights into
bias.

This information can be used by item writers in reducing the

number of biased items written and to help in develop better judgmental

methods so potentially biased items can be detected before being
administered to examinees.

Likewise, comparing judgmental and

statistical methods in identifying items that failed to translate well
of
can provide comparable information and advantages in the context

translating test items.

Figure 2 can be used when comparing ed6weiltal and statistical

methods for flagging poorly translated i:ems by noting the number of
problems shared by the judgmental and statistical methods being
compared.

If the two (or more) methods do not have some problem or

problems in common, it would not be surprising to fivi inconsistent
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results across the methods.

An example would be comparing the

judgmental method 1.3.1 with the statistical 2.3.1.

Different problems

have been identified across the two methods and therefore consistent
results across the methods would appear unlikely from the outset.

Similarly, the information in Figure 2 could also be used when comparing
across just judgmental or statistical methods.

However, the reader is

cautioned against interpreting Figure 2 without considering other
factors that may influence the seriousness of the problems mentioned.

In summary, seven methods (four judgmental and three statistical)
of establishing translation equivalence have been introduced along with
a discussion of their respective advantages and problems.

With the

exception of method 2.B.1, these mIthods represent the methods of
establishing translation equivalence that were found in a review of the
relevant literature.

Other methods are possis.

For example, method

1.A.1 could be extended to include post-translation probes of source
language monolinguals who take the source version of a test.

Method

1.A.3 codld be extended in a similar way, resulting in an additional
method of establisning translation equivalence.

However, these

additional methods are either variations or extensions of the basic
methods presented here and, as such, their respective advantages and
problems can be evaluated using the discussions presented in this
section.

Item Response Models in Establishirig_aans
Introdlction

The discussion earlier highlighted the advantages of using method
2.A.2 (source language monolinguals take source version and target
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language monolinguals take target version) for establishing translation
equivalence.

The main advantage of this method is that translation

equivalence results based on ita Lae are more generalizable to the

populations of interest (source and target language monolinguals) than
with other methods of establishing translation equivalence.

The main

disadvantage of this method is that these results can be confounded with
ability differences between the two samples of examinees.

However,

these ability differences can be controlled for by applying a
conditional statistical technique when comparing examinee responses.
Although a number of conditional statistical techniques are available
for this purpose, the use of item response models is theoretically
preferred when comparing groups of examinees who differ in ability
(Hambleton, 1939; Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985).

For this reason and

additional reasons, the focus of attention will now shift to the use of
item response models in establishing translation equivalence.

The item response models are those that are commonly used in
practice for test development, test evaluation, and other tasting
applications.

Two important points about these models are that they are

designed for use with (a) unidimensional tests (that is, the test being

used measures one dominant trait) and (b) dichotomously scored test
data.

Item response models that do not require thesa restrictions have

becn developed; however, they will not be considered in this paper.

For

these reasons, the discussion that follows will be based on the commonly
used one-, two-, or three-parameter unidimensional logistic models.

Advantages of Using Item Response Models in_i_aingatendatigia
Equivalence
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The use of item response models has received much recent attention
as a statistical technique for establishing translation equivalence
(Candell & Hulin, 1986; Ellis, 1989; Hulin, Drasgow, & Komocar, 1982;

Hulin & Mayer, 1986; Poortinga, 1983; Simon, 1989; van der Flier, 1982;
van de Vijver & Poortinga, 1991).

The reason for this attention is that

the framework of item response theory provides potential advantages over
other conditional statistical techniques when establishing translation
equivalence.

These advantages can be obtained when an item response

model provides a reasonable fit to the test data and include (1) item
statistics (parameters) that are independent of the specific sample of
examinees used to calibrate the items; (2) examinee ability estimates
that are independent of the specific choice of test items used from the
calibrated item pool; and (3) examinee ability estimates of known
precision.

Of particular importance in a translation equivalence study

is the first advantage - invariant item paramter estimates.
Invariant item parameter estimates are particularly useful '1 a
translation equivalence study because they provide a strong basis for
taking into account differences in examinees abilities when comparing
item parameters across populations.

Comparisons of item parameters

4c:oss populations can be carried out by a number of different

conditional statistical techniques other than the use of item response
models.

However, these alternative techniques can be problematic.

For

example, those methods based on the chi-square statistic are sensitive
to sample size and the number of total score intervals used.

The

Mantel-Haenszel statistic provides a close approximation to results
obtained using the one-parameter logistic model but fails to flag items
when non-uniform bias is present (Hambleton & Rogers, 1989).
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When it is

possible to use them, item response models are generally preferred for
identifying items that are functioning differently across populations

because they (1) explicitly state the relationship between examinee
ability and the probability of obtaining a correct response on an item
and therefore are a more direct way of identifying differentially
functioning items and (2) provide invariant parameter estimates
(Hellenbergh, 1983).

It should be noted that invariant examinee ability estimates are

also of interest in the context of designing and using translated tests
for comparing examinees across populations.

When using item response

theory in a translation equivalence study, items that did not translate
well (non-equivalent items) can be placed on the same ability (or
difficulty) scale as those that did translate well (equivalent items).

Hulin (1987) noted two benefits of using non-equivalent items when
comparing examinees across populations.

The first benefit is that

instruments can be designed and administered that are potentially more
meaningful to the populations of interest:

The potential for producing equated scales containing
mixtures of both emic and etic items offers an additional
advantage of IRT procedures in translation and crosslanguage research. Assuming there are a number of welltranslated etic items and that the new emic items meet the
assumption of IRT and reflect differences in the same
unidimensional latent trait as the culturally general etic
items, investigators can tailor scales to each culture by
adding a number of emic items specific to each culture to
the common set of culturally general etic items. This
should increase the sensitivity and cultural relevance of
the instrument for both cultures, yet retain the
psychometrically required property of equated trait
(Hulin, 1987)
estimates.
(The term emic refers to terms or concepts that are specific to a
population.

Its counterpart, etic, refers to terms or concepts that are

3
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universal across populations.)

If the items within an instrument are

more meaningful to examinees within a population, it is likely that thA
instrument will also have greater reliability and validity within the
population.

The second benefit of using non-equivalent items when comparing
examinees across populacions is that the precision of examinee ability
estimates in each population is increased:

The presence of many emic concepts in the source
language of a particular scale would generate evidence of
psychometrically non-equivalent items across the source and
target language versions of ehe instrument.
The nonequivalent items could be eliminated and conclusions about 8
could be based on the items that were well translated and
met the criterion of psychometric equivalence above.
However, this involves eliminating the item from both
versions of the questionnaire.
If the translated item is
nonequivalent in the target language but has a nonzero slope
for the target language ICC, the item still provides
information about 8 in both cultures. The information about
8 in both languages and cultures provided by the revised
scale after eliminating all nonequivalent items would be
less than if the entir. scale consisting of the complete set
of item were scored and used to estimate 8. Cross-cultural
comparisons based on more information about 8 in both
cultures are more precise (Hulin, 1987).
Both of these additiolial benefits of using non-equivalent items

when comparing examinees across populations accrue from invariant
examinee ability estimates that can be obtained within the framework of
item response theory.

Even though these additional benefits are not

directly related to establishing translation equivalence (these benefits
can only be obtained after completing a translation equivalence study),

they offer further compelling reagons for using the framework of item
response theory in comparing examinees across populations where
differences in language or culture exist.
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The advantages of using item response models over other
conditional statistical techniques in estabLishin6 translation
equivalence are gained at a cost.

APi4e from practical , .asiderations

numerical
such as the use of large sample sizes and relatively com.plitx
proc2dures, restrictive assumptions about the test, its administration
and the resulting sc4;res must

made.

These assumptions include (1)

test unidimensionality, (2) non. speeded test administration, and (3) an

adequate fit cf resulting test scores to an item response model
(Hambleton & SwLminashan, 1985).

Each of these assumptions make it less

likely that item response models can be used to establish translation
equivalence.

However, these assumptions can be checked and, when they

are met, the advantages provided by using item response modcls in cross

populAtion comparisons are both unique and extremely useful

Example of a Translation Ecuivalence Study
One eLample of a study to establish translation equivalence will

Le presented in this last section in order to provide an overview of how
the methods of establishing translation equivalence have been used in
practice.

This example was chosen because Lt illustrates the use of one

of the more popular methods, 2.A.2, of esthblishing translatim
equivalence.

The example of a study to establiel translation equivalence is

!nsoff and Cook's (1988) study on the equating of the English and
Spanish versions of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).

Their study

focused on (1) establishing the translation equivalence for a set of
anchor items to be used in equating the two language versions of the SAT
and (2) the equating procedure itself.
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Since we are mainly interested

in the methods and procedures used to establish translation equivalence,
the equating portiun of this study will not be discussed here.

The first step in establishing tanslation equivalence was to
translate the already existing English version of the SAT into Spanish
and the already existing Spanish version into English.

The two

translated versions were then back-traislated into their respective
original languages by translators who were not involved in the original
translations.

Method 1.8.1 was then used to check for errors between

the source and back-translated versions for the two language versions of
the test.

In each case, differences between the source and back-

translated versions were noted and either (1) adjustments in the
original translations were made if it was determined that the
adjustments were adequate to provide potential translation equivalence
Jr (2) the items vere dropped as potential anchor items if it was

determined that translation equivalence was unlikely to be obtained for
these items.

The next phase of this study made use of method 2.A.2.

In tLis

case, either the English or Spanish version can be considered the source
or target version.

After exam,nee responses from a sample of source and

target language monolinguals wel..e obtained, item characteristic curves

(ICCs) ',ere estimated separately for each of ttese groups (the three-

param,ter logistic model was used).

The item parameters were then

scaled to allow for comparisons of the ICCs Fetween the two groups.

The

final set of ICCs for each group were obtained after using a criterion
purification procedure developed by Lord (1980, chap. 14).

This

procedure reduces the problem of using ability and item parameter
estimates that may be obtained from non-equivaleht items to establish
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The final set of ICCs for source

the equivalence of translated items.

and target language monolinguals was compared to establiih the
translation equivalence of potential anchor items that were to be used
in equating the two language versions of the SAT.

Comparisons of ICCs were based on a combination of indices.
First, a chi-squared item bias statistic was calculated for each item.

This statistic tests the null hypothesis that the values for the

diffiulty, discrimination, and pseudo-chance parameters for indtvidual
ICCs are the same for the two groups.

Items within the verbal and

mathematics sections of the test were ranked according to their chisquare values.

The mean of the absolute difference between ICCs (Cook,

Eignor, & Peterson; 1985) was then calculated for items with relatively
small chi-square values.

This new difference statistic was used because

it, unlike the chi-square statistic, detects differences in ICCs when
non-uniform differences are present.

From those items with the smallest

chi-square values, verl-al and mathematics items with smaller mean

absolute differences were considered equivalent and used as potential
anchor items to equate the two language versions of the test.

It should

be noted that consideration was given to the language of origin, item
type (e.g., antonyms, analogies) for verbal items and content area
(e.g., algebra, geometry) for mathematics items when the final set of
equating items was chosen.

The Angoff-Cook example illustrates the use of two of the more
popular methods of establishing translation equivalence.

In the

example, a judgmental method (Method 1.B.1) of establishing translation
equivalence was used before applying a statistical method for the same
purpose.

That method 1.B.1 was used is not unusual.

#
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Method 1.B.1 is by

far the most common judgmental method of establishing translation
equivalence in use today and is used almost routinely as a general check
of translation equivalence.

The example also illustrates the use of one of the currently
popular statistical methods of establishing translation equtvalence
(2.A.2).

The use of method 2.A.2 is, however, a more recent trend due

to the established feasibility of using item response models in
conjunction with this method.
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Figure 1.
1.

Methods for Establishing Evivalence of Translated Test Items
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1.A

Judgmental single-translation methods
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>
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1.B

Target
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1.A.2

Bilingual judges check
errors

1.A.3

Performance criteria perform a task using
translated instructions

Judgmental back-translation method
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Source language
monolinguals
check for errors
2.

Statistical Methods
2.A

Statistical single-translation methods
Source

Target

2.A.1

Bilinguals take source
and target versions
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Source language
monolinguals
take source version
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Target language
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take target version

Statistical back-translation method
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Figure 2.

Problems Associated with the Methods of Establishing Translation Equivalence
Methods of Establishing Translation Equivalence

Problem

Judgmenta1 Methods
1.A.1

1.

2.

3.

1.A.2

1.A.3

1.B.1

Improper to generalize
results to the items
of interest

X

X

Improper to generalize
results to the populations
of interest.

X1

X

Differences in judges'
or examinees' ability

X

4.

Use of back-translations

5.

Sensitivity to examiner/
prober-examinee interactions

X

X

Labor intensive

X

X

6.

Statistical Methods
2.A.1

2.A.2

2.3.1

X

X3

X3

X

An X indicates the problem is associated with the method.
1

2

3

Most likely less of a problem than using only source language monolinguals.
Less of a problem if conditional statistics, techniques are used.
Most likely less of a problem than with using probes or performance criteria.
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